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Efficient use of TG-MS Coupled Technique in Pharmaceutical Development

Substance 1
 hydrate or anhydrous in ethanol/water

acetone solvate in acetone

Substance 2
 Depending of the solvent or the temperature of crystallization, solvates, form A or form B 

anhydrous may be obtained. Form C is obtained from solvates and transforms into B by cooling
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Detection of « encaged solvent » in a drug substance,
solvent of crystallization: water/acetone

CH2Cl• CH2Cl2

Detection of residual methylene
chloride in a formulation

TG analysis is well used in pharmaceutical development for the study of pseudo-polymorphism, for the
determination of the volatile impurities in release and stability studies of drug substance as well as for the
compositional analysis of drug products. The on line detection and identification of all volatiles by MS add an
high value for the speed of analysis and the quality of the delivered information which are needed in early
development.
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A new salt form shows several DSC peaks: water,
isopropanol and methylenchloride are detected
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Polymorphism and formation of lactamDSC scan of a malonate salt: Polymorphism?

Temperature resolved X-
ray diffraction: Malonate =>

Base

1 = melting  malonate

2 = decomposition  +
crystallization base

3 = melting base

Identification of solvates

obtained in crystallisation process

Analytical control
Validation of loss on drying

Study of decomposition
Effect of heat 

Decomposition of the antioxydant BHT

Fragment at 57 corresponds to C(CH3)3h


